PEPCO’S MULTI-YEAR PLAN
A FoRward Looking Approach
Why a Multi-Year Plan?

Delivering today and investing for the future

Implementing a more forward-thinking ratemaking process is
essential for advancing technology innovation, promoting
sustainability, building resiliency, and modernizing the grid to
meet the growing demands of the District. Pepco’s proposal also
includes performance incentive mechanisms (PIMs) to further
hold the company accountable to make the right investments for
customers and meet the clean energy goals of the District. The
multi-year, forward-looking nature of the plan provides greater
transparency in how the company will spend money and greater
predictability in terms of future costs to customers.

Pepco achieved top decile performance in reliability as
compared to its industry peers, in 2018. District
customers experienced some of the lowest numbers of electric
outages in the company’s history in 2018, as well as some of
the fastest restoration times and interconnection times for
solar. This was the result of work to install new devices,
stronger poles, and modern automated equipment.
Customers are receiving record service at lower costs
than in 2011, and will continue to do so.

A Modern Electric Grid:

Benefits of Pepco's Multi-Year Plan

✓ Delivers reliable and resilient energy in the face

The requested revenue increase of $162 million of the multi-year
plan will begin recovery of investments the company has already
made and will make through 2022 to improve reliability, and
customer service and modernize the grid. With this level of
investment, Pepco's plan supports approximately 800 full
time jobs per year and creates $390 million of economic
activity in the District, as well as other economic benefits in
the surrounding region.

of extreme weather and cyber security threats

✓ Enables local renewable energy resources,
including private and community solar

✓ Maintains affordability for all customers
✓ Provides a critical foundation for the District’s
economic growth and competitiveness

Average Residential Electric Bills: Historic and Proposed
Reliability in the District, as measured by average duration of outage (in minutes):
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*Reliability Metric = System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), a common metric for measuring reliability in the electric industry and a proposed performance metric in
Pepco’s multi-year plan. Since 2011, the duration of outages in the District has declined 69% placing Pepco in the top decile of performance nationally.
*Customers receiving the Residential Aid Credit do not pay distribution charges.
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